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Abstract-In this paper, we propose a hybrid wireless data ApplicationServer
access algorithm in mobile hotspots, which enables ubiquitous
Internet access in vehicular networks. We first introduce a
novel architecture with proxy cache (PC) for strongly consistent
wireless data access and investigate the trade-off relationship
between a PC-based poll-each-read (P-PER) algorithm and a Base Statio
PC-based callback (P-CB) algorithm. We then present a hybrid
wireless data access algorithm which reduces the transmission
cost by adaptively choosing P-PER and P-CB depending on the
access-to-update ratio. Extensive simulation results are given to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms-Hybrid wireless data access algorithm, mobile
hotspots, poll-each-read, callback, proxy-cache, PC-based PER,
PC-based CB. WLAN

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in wireless communication technologies
(e.g., Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), Fig. 1. Network architecture for mobile hotspots.
IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), and IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX)) coupled
with the increasing amount of time people spend on the
road have open up new applications in vehicular networks. (P-CB) algorithms. However, fundamental difference between
Especially, the extension of Wi-Fi hotpot services in moving P-PER and P-CB results in an explicit trade-off relationship
vehicles such as subways, trains, buses, and ships is gaining depending on the object access rate and the object update
much attention [1]. The hotspot service in a mobile platform is rate. If the object access rate is dominated by the object
referred to as mobile hotspot [2], which is a novel concept to update rate, P-CB outperforms P-PER because P-CB does
realize ubiquitous and always best connected (ABC) services not have any transmission cost for a cached object, but it
in future wireless/mobile networks. results in higher transmission cost than P-PER when the object

Figure 1 shows a network architecture for mobile hotspots. update rate dominates the object access rate. This is because
A mobile terminal (MT) can access the application server P-CB requires additional transmission for invalidation for
(AS) through the access point (AP) and the base station (BS). each access update. Therefore, we propose a hybrid wireless
The first wireless hop from the MT is the wireless local data access algorithm, which strikes a balance between P-
area network (WLAN) link and the second wireless hop is PER and P-CB depending on the object access and update
the wireless wide area network (WWAN) link. The WLAN- rates. We first define the access-to-update ratio as the ratio
WWAN integrated link provides several advantages in mobility of the object access rate to the object update rate. P-PER is
and resource management in mobile hotspots [3]. employed when the access-to-update ratio is smaller than a
We focus on wireless data access applications requiring a pre-defined threshold, whereas P-CB is employed when the

strongly consistent data cache, which include mobile address access-to-update ratio is equal to or larger than a pre-defined
book, news report, and stock information, etc. Poll-each-read threshold. With the algorithm, better performance in terms of
(PER) [4] and callback (CB) [5] are two strongly consistent transmission cost can be achieved. Simulation results are given
wireless data access algorithms reported in the literature. to evaluate the performance of the hybrid wireless data access
They have been extensively analyzed in [6], [7], [8], [9], and algorithm.
they are based on cellular or WAP systems. On the other The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. An
hand, we are interested in wireless data access in mobile overview for PERICB and P-PER/P-CB is given in Section II.
hotspots [10]. Specifically, we investigate a proxy cache (PC) The hybrid wireless data access algorithm is proposed in
in a vehicle and consider PC-based PER (P-PER) and CB Section III and extensive simulations results are given in
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Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper. MT AP BS AS

II. BACKGROUND
Access request, AcesiiOTo describe the operations of PER/CB and P-PER/P-CB, we Data is not cached A

have the following terminologies. Let Oi be the ith data object.
Oi is associated with a time sequence number t (t > 0), which
is assigned in an increasing manner. That is, Oi with t + A Add data to cache; Send(i,t,1)

Use data(A > 0) is a more recent data object than Oi with t. Each MT U a2 Data modification
Access request, UC3is identified by an identifier j and a transportation system has Data is not cached Access(it)

a group identifier k. For instance, an MT j that resides in a
vehicle k can be uniquely identified by (j, k). The following Send(i t+
messages are defined for wireless data access algorithms. Add data to cache;

Use data
* Access(i, t): This message requests an access of object

i. For PER/P-PER, t > 0 specifies the current sequence
number for a cached object whereas t = 0 represents that
there is no cached object. For CB/P-CB, invalidation is Fig. 2. PER operation.
performed by the AS and therefore t is always set to zero.

* Send(i, t, F): This message is used to send a data object MT AP BS AS

or to confirm Access(i, t) in PER/P-PER. i and t denote
the object index and the sequence number, respectively. Tp ~~~~~~Access request, Access(i)
A flag F indicates the existence of a data object in the Data is not cached
message. If the object i is transmitted with this message, Cachedata;Send(i,t,)
F is set to one. On the other hand, if only a confirmation Use_data
message is sent, F is set to zero. Access request,

Data cached4 C2* Update(i, j, k): This message invalidates the object i in Update(ij,k) Data modification
the cache of MT j located in a vehicle k. Invalidate data

* Ack(i, j, k): This message acknowledges the receipt of Ack(ij k)
Update(i, j, 1c). Access request, [4A

Update(i, j, k). ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Datais not in cache

A. PER and CR Send(i,t+411)
Add data to cache;

In PER, whenever an MT accesses an object, it first polls Use data v v

the AS to check the validity of its cached object. If the cached
object is up-to-date, the AS sends a confirmation message Fig. 3. CB operation.
without any data object. Otherwise, the AS sends a reply
message with the updated data object to the MT. The signal
flow of PER is given in Figure 2. Let Ti denote the time instant illustrates the CB operations. After the initial access to O°
when a data access event occurs and Ti < Ti+1. At time T, at time Ti, the MT maintains the up-to-date Oi in its cache.
an MT first tries to access an object Oi. Since this is the first Therefore, no transmission cost incurs when the cached data
time the MT tries to access the object Oi (and therefore it does object is accessed at time T2. When the object Om is updated
not have any cached version of the object), the MT sends the at time T3, the AS transmits Update(i, j, k) to invalidate the
message Access(i, 0) to the AS. The AS responds with Send(i, cached object and then the MT sends an acknowledgement
t, 1) where the data object Oi is included. At time T2, 0i is message Ack(i, j, k) to the AS. When the MT accesses
modified and therefore the cached object becomes invalid. At after the invalidation (i.e., at time T4), the MT contacts the AS
time T3, a data access to the object Oi is requested and the MT to get the updated O° and then the AS responds with Send(i,
sends Access(i, t) to check the validity of its cached object. t + A, 1).
Then, the AS returns Send(i, t+A, 1), where A > 0, with the
data object (F is set to one) to the MT, and the MT updates B P-PER and P-CR
its local cache. P-PER and P-CB improve the cache hit performance by
On the other hand, CB satisfies the strong consistency by introducing a proxy cache (PC) installed in a vehicle. Since

invalidation procedures. When an object in the AS is modified, P-PER requires that each access request message is delivered
MTs with the corresponding cached objects are notified and to the AS for confirmation, the time sequences of objects
the cached objects are invalidated. When an MT wants to in the MT and PC are compared. We consider two possible
access an object in the AS, it first checks the availability cases: (1) the PC has a cached object, and (2) the PC has no
of cached object. If a cached object exists, the MT uses cached object. Assume that the time sequences of the cached
the cached object with no transmission cost. Otherwise, the objects in the MT and the PC are tMT and tpc, respectively.
MT contacts the AS to obtain the updated object. Figure 3 For case (1), the PC converts Access(i, tMT) into Access(i,
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MT AP(PC) BS AS MT AP(PC) BS AS

Ti
Access request Access(i,tMT) Update(i,j,k) Data modificationT1Access(i,tpc) ' Update(i)

Invalidate data

Access request T2

Send(i, tpc,O)

Access request c

, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Send(i,tpc,lI)

MT AP(PC) BS AS MT AP(PC) BS AS

Ti
Access request MT Update(i,j,k) Data modification

|Access(i,O) Update(i)
T,

Invalidate data

Access request T2 Access(i,O)

_ Send(i, tmT,1) _
or Senld(i, tMT,,I/.) |0 0Sldit

Send(i,t,1)

(b) The PC has no cached object (b) The PC has no cached object
Fig. 4. P-PER operation. Fig. 5. P-CB operation.

maX{tMT, tpc}). Intuitively, tpc is always equal to or larger be supported by link-layer broadcast in WLAN. For case (2),
than tMT, and therefore Access(i, max{tMT, tpC}) can be it can occur if: 1) there is no MT within the vehicle accesses
rewritten as Access(i, tpc). If Send(i, tpc, 0) is received Oi after the invalidation, or 2) there is an MT within the
and tMT < tpc, the PC delivers its cached object to the MT. vehicle accesses Oi after the invalidation but the cached object
On the other hand, if tMT = tpC for reception of Send(i, is replaced. Since both the MT and the PC have no cached
tpc, 0), no delivery is required. If Send(i, tpc + 6, 1) is objects, Access(i,0) is transmitted to the AS and the AS replies
received, it represents that the object is updated and thus both with Send(i, t, 1). Then, both the PC and the MT maintain
the PC and the MT should cache the up-to-date object. In case the data object Oi in their caches until it is invalidated or
(2), Access(i, 0) is delivered from the PC to the AS regardless replaced.
of the time sequence in the MT. This is because the PC should III. HYBRID WIRELESS DATA ACCESS ALGORITHM
cache the up-to-date object. If Send(i, t, 1) is received and
t =t]\f-, the data object does not need to be delivered to the In this section, we present a hybrid wireless data access
MT. On the other hand, the data object is delivered to the MT algorithm in mobile hotspots. Initially, the MT has no cached
if t > tMT h object and P-PER is set as a default algorithm. Therefore,t >

the MT should contact the AS to retrieve the up-to-date

(1)whencrte Cha aCB cperached sobjectanside hng thecase data object. At the same time, the MT is informed of both(1) when the PC has a cached object, and (2) when the PC the object update rate ,o and its access rate AM2. After
does not have any cached object. For case (1), when the PC

_-I

reeie Acesi 0), th PC sed it cahe obec by men receiving this information, the MT caches the data object
of Send(i, tpC, 1). In P-CB, invalidation within a vehicle can and calculates the access-to-update ratio PMfT = Mf/,uo. To

2Although the MT has no cached object currently, it is possible for the
11n P-CB, if a cache hit occurs in the MT, no transmission happens. MT to access the object previously. Hence, we assume that the access rate is

Therefore, we only consider cache miss in the MT. maintained at the AS with sufficient storage [9].
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avoid oscillation of the estimated access-to-update ratio, an
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) scheme is
employed.

Note that P-PER is preferable for a low access-to-update e: ReCeeadatobetwithPAF=P-B , P-BC
ratio, whereas P-CB is better for a high access-to-update ratio. a: FMT:= P-CB
Therefore, if the access-to-update ratio is smaller than a pre-
determined threshold Pth, the MT determines P-PER as its (3) (4)
algorithm; otherwise, P-CB is chosen. To obtain the optimal e:PMep:<Pth e: Receive a notiicatn

P-PER ~~~a: FMT := P-PER w tA,s=performance, Pth should be carefully determined. When we a: Notification with FMT a: FMT:= P-GB
consider only MT cache, Pth can be set to 1.0 [7]. However,
more accurate derivation for Pth is required since the hybrid
wireless data access algorithm has the PC as well as the MT (2)

e: ReceiveadatobjectwitFas=P-PER P-PER
cache, which is our future work. After selecting the algorithm, a: FMT:= P-PER
the MT can access to the AS by either P-PER or P-CB. If PMT
is substantially changed, P-PER to P-CB transition or P-CB
to P-PER transition is triggered.

A. MT Operation Fig. 6. State diagram at the MT (e: event, a: action).
The MT has a state for its current algorithm (i.e., P-PER

or P-CB) and the state transition diagram is illustrated in
Figure 6. Let FAS and FMT be the flags for representing the at the MT cache, and then the state for the MT is set to
chosen algorithm (or state) by the AS and MT, respectively. NULL. At NULL state, if the AS receives a request with FMT
The initial state of the MT is P-PER and thus the MT should of P-PER and the calculated access-to-update ratio PMT is
contact the AS to receive a data object. If the data object is smaller than Pth, the AS determines P-PER should be used
returned from the AS and it has FAS of P-CB, the MT also and confirms by sending FAS of P-PER ((5) in Figure 7).
changes its algorithm from P-PER to P-CB ((1) in Figure 6). On the other hand, even though a request with FMT of P-
Otherwise, P-PER is still used ((2) in Figure 6). PER is received from the MT, the AS should respond with

If P-CB is currently being used, the AS cannot detect the FAS = P - CB to change the algorithm from P-PER to P-
accurate MT access rate because no access request is delivered CB if PMT is equal to or larger than Pth ((6) in Figure 7).
for a cache hit. On the other hand, the MT can measure If P-PER is chosen as an algorithm, the AS measures the
the object update rate because an invalidation message for access-to-update ratio and it instructs that P-CB should be
each update is delivered to the MT. Hence, an MT-triggered used if PMT is equal to or larger than Pth, i.e., AS-triggered
operation is employed for P-CB to P-PER transition. The MT operation, ((7) in Figure 7). On the contrary, if P-CB is
measures the object update rate as well as its access rate, being used, the MT calculates the access-to-update ratio PMT.
and the MT calculates its access-to-update ratio PMT. If the Hence, the AS will receive FMT of P - PER from the MT
calculated PMT is smaller than Pth, the MT instructs that the if PMT is smaller than Pth. Then, the AS changes the state of
AS changes its FAS to P-PER for consistent operations by the corresponding MT into P-PER, i.e., FAS is set to P-PER,
sending FMT of P-PER ((3) in Figure 6). ((8) in Figure 7).
When P-PER is being used, the MT does not know the I. SIMULATION RESULTS

exact update rates for objects because no validation messages
are notified to the MT. On the other hand, every access request We develop an event-driven simulator for performance
is delivered to the AS and therefore the AS can measure the evaluation N data objects are assumed to be in the AS
access rate as well as the update rate. Therefore, we use an and the relative frequency for data objects follows a Zipf-
AS-triggered operation for P-PER to P-CB transition. That is, like distribution [11]. Let Oi be the ith most popular object
the AS calculates the access-to-update ratio for the MT, PMT, (1 < i < N). The probability of access to Oi is given by
by using its measured information. If the calculated PMT is Q
equal to or larger than Pth, the MT will receive FAS which Pi(
instructs that the MT should change its algorithm from P-PER N -1
to P-CB ((4) in Figure 6). When the instruction is received, where Q (Zi=l iX) and a is a constant determining the
the MT changes its FMT into P-CB and responds with an skewness in the Zipf-like distribution (0 < a < 1).
acknowledgement message. We consider two types of events: Access and Update. The

inter-Access event arrival time for O°, follows an exponential
B. AS Operations distribution with rate ,ui, which is given by p~i where ,u is

The AS maintains the states for MTs which are currently the net access rate to data objects. The inter-Update event
using some objects in their caches. As in [9], a notification arrival time is drawn from a Gamma distribution with mean
message is delivered to the AS when a data object is replaced 1/A and variance vi. ag is set to 0.8 [6] and Pth iS set to 1.0 [7].
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3500 PER

e:eeeaetihFM= E)30 CB -----X0e: R eceive a iequesLw idi F P-PER ~~~~~~~~P-PER ---El ---
M T ~~~~~~~~~~3000 PG

a: Send a data object with FAS P-PER P-PER Hybrid s

8 2500

0

(7) (8) E 2000E
e:PMTPth e: ReceiveanotificatDn \\

NULL a: FAS:=P-CB W ithFM T`P-PER 1500
a: Notification with FAS a: FAS :=P-PER -.

0)_ a 1000 E--
(6)
e: R eceive a euesLwit FMT=P-PERMPT= B
andPMT V 500

a: Send a data object with FAS := P-CB

0
0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Access-to-update ratio

(a) 1 MT
Fig. 7. State diagram at the AS (e: event, a: action).

3500 PER
TABLE I PECB X

DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES FOR SIMULATION. P-PER l
3000 PG

Saccess |Supdate Sack Ssend Sdata H Hybrid s
45 bytes 45 bytes 45 bytes 45 bytes 727 bytes 10 8 2500 X

WDown WUP B L KMT KPC .0
384 Kbps 96 Kbps 100 Mbps 11 Mbps 30 100 E) 2000

u) 2000Eci)

1500
The default parameter values for the simulations are derived
from [6] and summarized in Table I. a)

B 1000 ':'.\S----'-'----~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~---------------ElA. Effect of p A

Figure 8(a) shows the transmission cost for a wireless data 500 4
access request when there is only one MT in a vehicle. When
the access-to-update ratio is high, the transmission cost can be 0.01 0.1 1 10 100
significantly reduced by employing the PC, which is consistent Access-to-update ratio
the result in [10]. In addition, it can be seen that P-PER (b) 10 MTs
yields the best performance for a low access-to-update ratio
whereas P-CB gives the best performance for a high access-to- Fig. 8. Effect of p (a=0.8).
update ratio. On the other hand, the hybrid wireless data access
algorithm achieves an adaptive optimization in transmission other hand, a 0 represents that the access frequency for
cost over a wide range of access-to-update ratios. That is, the each data object is identical. Therefore, when a is small, the
transmission costs of the hybrid wireless data access algorithm effectiveness of the PC decreases. That it, for PER and CB,
approaches to those of P-PER and P-CB when the access-to- higher transmission cost is observed in Figure 9 compared
update ratio iS low and high, respectively.gupdteraio s owandhih,resecivly with that of Figure 8. However, P-PER, P-CB, and the hybridFrom Figure 8(b), similar results can be observed when with thato Fgr 8.However P - the .hybri
there are 10 MTs in a vehicle. The transmission cost can be algorithm...ar o ihyafce ytevleo . Thsibecause the PC that mitigates the impacts of cache misses atreduced when there are multiple MTs in a vehicle and the the MT cache due to small a. In addition, it can be shown
access-to-update ratio is low. This is because the PC can be that the hybrid wireless data access algorithm can optimize
utilized more actively without the PC overflow if the access the erformances of P-PER and P-CB even for small a.
rate is not high. However, when the access rate is high (or
the access-to-update ratio is high), no significant gain in the C. Effect of v
transmission cost is observed due to the increased PC overflow.

In wireless data access applications, the object update
B. Effect of ag pattern is highly variable. In other words, some data objects

To show the effect of ag, it is changed from 0.8 in Figure 8 are frequently updated whereas other data objects are hardly
to 0.2 in Figure 9. As ag approaches 1.0, a small number of updated. To quantify the performance in such dynamic en-
data objects have a large portion of data accesses. On the vironments, the transmission cost under different vi, which
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